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Meet more single-stage furnace applications  
by stocking just one universal control
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S9200U Universal IFC
Simplify your stock with oneuniversal control

Lennox, Goodman, Trane, Rheem, Nordyne, York, ICP — 

the list of single-stage furnace brands compatible with 

Resideo’s S9200U Universal Integrated Furnace Control 

goes on and on. So you can keep an S9200U IFC in your 

truck and know you’re covered for many  

single-stage control replacements.

Plug & Play
Save time with simple installation.

Universal
Meet many single-stage furnace control 

applications with just one IFC, greatly reducing your 

inventory and helping you make just one trip per 

job. The S9200U IFC replaces more than 200 other 

models.

Versatile
Part of the universal compatibility are multiple wire 

harnesses to adapt the S9200U to different repair 

services. When coupled with a 120V Hot Surface 

Igniter, the S9200U can replace furnace boards with 

80V igniters.

1-Year Warranty
Resideo reliability reduces callbacks.

Handy
The included cross-reference guide in the 

installation instructions and on the package 

ensures that you have the right part for your 

project. Find the complete cross-reference list at 

Resideo.com.
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S9200U1000/U S9200U Universal Integrated Furnace Control


